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CUDA's Latest Posts
This is the final edition for 2022 and I take this opportunity to wish all
subscribers good cheer for the festive season. Jane Bringolf, Editor.

Home renovations American style

Home renovations and modifications for ageing in place is big business in the United
States. The latest issue of Designs 4 Living is focused on home modifications and the
"forever" home. Four contributors provide their design ideas on home renovations
American style. Architect Aaron D Murphy asks, Do you have "Stay at Home"
Insurance? He means "can you ensure you …

Read more

Walking and wheeling in the neighbourhood

Being free to move around and get out and about helps build and strengthen
connections to place and people. Mobility and participation are closely linked and
together they improve our sense of wellbeing and belonging. It's about having choice
and control and being able to easily go walking and wheeling in the neighbourhood.
Absent or poorly maintained footpaths, lack of …

Read more

AHURI report on retirement villages

When older people feel they cannot live safely and comfortably in their current home,
and the family is worried about them too, a retirement village seems like a good option.
But all is not what it seems on the surface. A new AHURI report on retirement villages
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reviews the situation. Retirement village advertising espouses "lifestyle living" and the
perfect place …

Read more

Wayfinding signage manual

University campuses have much in common, including the likelihood of getting lost and
disorientated. This is largely due to the way each campus evolves with new buildings
placed wherever land is available. That makes architectural wayfinding strategies
impossible to follow. So if a university campus can come up with a good way of
orientating people, it should be good for …

Read more

Accessible and adaptable home renovation

Sanctuary magazine has a Design Workshop section where people can apply to have
their home design project workshopped by professionals. Architect Mary Ann Jackson
comments on the planned renovation of a home for a family of four. The brief is to
renovate without overcapitalising, incorporate accessibility for the long term, improve
layout, focus on energy efficiency and to consider acoustics. …

Read more

Conferences and calls for papers

This page has the latest information on upcoming conferences and calls for papers.
Email udaustralia@gmail.com with a link to your event and it will be added to the list.

New to the list: 9th International Conference on Information and Communication
Technologies for Ageing Well and e-Health. 22-24 April 2023, Prague, Czech Republic.
Three major tracks: Ageing Well - social and …

Read more

Free online course: Introduction to universal design
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The Introduction to Universal Design course is moving platforms. In the interim you can
access the content of the course in a PDF of a PowerPoint slideshow. There are no
quizzes and no certificate at the end. It's everything you need to know to get started
with universal design.
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